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Are you concerned about protecting wild places?
Or worried about how ocean warming will affect marine life? Or considered
planting native shrubs to provide food and shelter for birds? If so, you
already know how important animals and plants are for keeping our world
healthy and vibrant.
Yet many plants and animals are under threat. This is happening every
day and everywhere. But sometimes—when we’re lucky—smart, strategic
actions by a few people can counter and reverse major losses.

You are one of those people whose actions can prevent the
extinction of the New England Cottontail rabbit—the only rabbit
native to New England.

“As landowners, we are
blessed to be stewards of
this land. But it isn’t often
that our actions directly
affect the survival of one
species, and the well-being
of so many more. We are
in a position to make a big
difference. So let’s do it.”
-Suzanne O, landowner

The New England Cottontail rabbit is
close to extinction because its habitat is dwindling. This rabbit needs young forest
and shrublands, which are also important for more than 60 animals and birds,
including woodcock and white-tailed deer. The New England Cottontail rabbit is
just the first to be affected—the canary in a coal mine.
There are very few native rabbit communities left in New England, and some of
them are right here in southern Maine. Every acre of habitat that we create here
is a lifeline for this native rabbit and benefits many other types of animals and
birds. That is why I am asking: Please consider creating cottontail habitat

on your property.
Special funds have been set aside for habitat creation on lands that are critically important for saving this rabbit. The
New England Cottontail Initiative (NEC), a collaboration of conservation professionals, will help you use these funds to
carry out a habitat creation project. We can design the project to improve the health of your woods and the recreational
amenities on your property.
This project will likely cost you nothing, but it will make a big difference to many
native animals and birds. Please call Jeff at 207-646-9226 x32 or email Jeff at
jeffrey_tash@fws.gov to set up a time to talk. This call does not obligate you in
any way; if you decide that a habitat project is not right for your property at this
time, you will still have our thanks (and the rabbit’s) for considering this request.
Jeffrey Tash

Paul Dest
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